
Year 1 and 2 Knowledge Organiser – History 
Seaside Holidays in the Past 

 

What should I already know? Useful maps and images  
 Name and locate 4 countries of the UK 

 We live in Fleetwood which is a seaside town 

 An understanding that life today may be different from life in the past 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Seaside Holidays Now 

 

Key vocabulary 
Seaside A place by the sea, especially a beach area or holiday resort. 

Beach A pebbly or sandy shore between the sea and land. 

Coast A part of the land next to the sea. 

Shingle A beach made of pebbles 

Promenade a path next to the beach where people go for a walk Seaside Holidays About 50 Years ago 

Carousel A merry-go-round at a fair 

Amusement Arcade An indoor area containing coin-operated game machines. 

Souvenir Something that is kept as a reminder of a place or event. 

Bathing machine A wheeled hut drawn to the edge of the sea, used for changing in and 

bathing from. 

Penny lick A small glass for serving ice cream 

Transport A way of travelling from one place to another Seaside holidays in Victorian Times 

Charabanc An early form of bus used for trips  

Steam Train A train powered by steam 

Pier A raised platform coming out from the shore over the sea. 

Holiday The word holiday comes from the words ‘holy day’ because a long time 

ago holidays were based around religious festivals. 

Bandstand A covered stand where the band would play 

Charabanc 
Penny Lick 

Bathing Machine 



 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Question 1. 

What did holidays used to be based around?   

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. Somebody’s birthday    

2. Religious festivals   

3. Christmas   

4. The weather   

Question 4. 

What did people get changed in at the beach 100 years 

ago? 

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. Beach tents   

2. Bathing huts   

3. Bathing machines   

4. Changing huts   

Question 2. 

How did most people get to the seaside 100 years ago? 

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. Steam train   

2. Horse and carriage   

3. Donkeys   

4. Bikes   

Question 5. 

Which of these were popular forms of entertainment 

at the seaside in the past? 

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. The circus   

2. Punch and Judy   

3. Skateboarding   

4. Donkey rides   

Question 3.  

What was a penny lick used for? 

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. Ice lollies   

2. Candy floss   

3. Ice cream   

4. Sweets   

Question 6. 

What is the name of our nearest seaside resort? 

Start of unit. End of unit.  

1. St Ives   

2. Scarborough   

3. Blackpool   

4. Brighton   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


